GRAD GRAM ORDER FORMS AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE Now - June 7th
ORDER NOW!

GRAD GRAMS are a Nicolet High School tradition. Show how proud you are of your child, grandchild, neighbor, friend, or even retiring Nicolet staff. Each Grad Gram will include a personalized message along with the sender’s name. All Grad Grams will then be assembled into individual special keepsake booklets for each graduate and retiree. These booklets will be presented at graduation rehearsal following the Senior Breakfast. Funds raised from Grad Grams support graduating senior activities and other PTSO events. The Nicolet High School PTSO appreciates your support!

$2 for each Grad Gram
Grad Grams may be purchased 2 different ways:
Do-It-Yourself or Standard

**Do-It-Yourself:** Purchase blank Grad Grams from the Nicolet High School office. Using your creativity, either decorate by hand or upload pictures and type personal messages from your personal computer. Return completed Do-It-Yourself Grad Grams to the Nicolet High School Office by Friday, June 7th.

**Standard:** Choose from stock congratulatory messages (below) OR write your own custom message. Standard Grad Grams must be completed on this paper order form and returned to the Nicolet High School Office by June 7th.

Sample Do It Yourself Grad Gram BEFORE:
Sample Do It Yourself Grad Gram AFTER:

Sample Standard Grad Gram:
Stock Messages - Circle ONE of the following stock message options (A-H) for the graduates/retirees that you have circled below. That ONE circled message will go on every Grad Gram you are sending OR skip down to Custom Messages to create your custom personalized message.

A. Congratulations and best of luck!
B. Good luck in all that you do in the future!
C. Dream big and make it happen!
D. Congratulations on a job well done!
E. Go confidently in the direction of your dreams.
F. We are so proud of you!
G. Wishing you a lifetime of happiness and success!
H. Thank you for your invaluable service to Nicolet!

Complete the form below (print neatly) to create your Standard Grad Grams. Indicate the Stock Message Option (A-H) you have chosen or write in your own personalized message for each graduate or retiree (25 words or less, please).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Message Option (A-H) or your Personal Message</th>
<th>How You Want It Signed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex: John Jones</td>
<td>We’re so proud of you!!</td>
<td>Love You, Mom and Dad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex: Mary Smith B</td>
<td>Congratulations!</td>
<td>Mrs. Walsh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please attach another sheet if you are sending more Grad Grams.
PAYMENT INFORMATION

Purchaser’s First and Last Name ___________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number ________________________________________________________________________________________
Email __________________________________________________________________________________________________

I would be interested in helping assemble the Grad Gram keepsake booklets. Please contact me.

I won’t have a student at Nicolet High School or any of the feeder schools after this year and I want to receive future Grad Gram information.

Number of Grad Grams _____ x $2 = $______

Optional ~ Every Graduate/Retiree $200
Send every graduate/retiree a Grad Gram from you, your organization or business. (That is a savings of over $250!) Circle ONE standard stock message and write how the Grad Gram should be signed in the Custom Messages section above.

Optional ~ Tax Deductible Donation to Nicolet PTSO
I would like to make a tax deductible donation to the PTSO in honor of
(Please circle honor or memory. An acknowledgement will be sent with your gift of at least $10)

Total $______

• Please send completed Do-It-Yourself and Standard Grad Gram order forms (entire packet) with check (payable to the Nicolet PTSO) to the Nicolet High School office, 6701 N. Jean Nicolet Rd. Glendale, WI 53217 by Friday, June 7, 2019.

• Please order early! GRAD GRAMS DEADLINE is Friday, June 7th!

• Please be mindful of appropriate content for your congratulatory messages.

• If you have any questions, please contact Grad Gram Chair:
   Nina Capati nycapati@hotmail.com

Sara Abrams          Christian Baber          Nikhil Bhadkamkar
Parham Abunasr-Shiraz  Jennie Babisch       Valentina Bianchini
Antonio Acevedo       Denice Bagay          Joseph Boyle
Isabella Acevedo      Alexandra Balan       Joseph Brier
Alexander Acker       Angelo Balsamo        Daeja Brown
Benjamin Acker        Samuel Bartelt         Nasheem Burkett
Londyn Adams          Katherine Barzyk       Holly Cannistra
Marisa Anderson       Bradlie Bates          Carsen Capi
Jaden Aranda          Robert Behl           Nicholas Cardinale
Abraham Atari         Nicholas Berkel        Camran Chahal
Timothy Aussem        Nicholas Best          Kiyah Cheney
Nicolet Class of 2019

Benjamin Chester
Alexander Cocroft
Zachary Cohen
Kameryn Coleman
Dillon Collins
Adelie Content
Dylan Cramer
Annabelle Crowley
Evelyn Deitrich
Hal DeLong
Colin Delvecchio
Zachary Dickman
Robert Diedrich
Saul Dinauer
Grigoriy Dinets
Riley Dotson
Dakotah Douyette
Amy Drame
Anja du Plessis
Madeleine Ellegard
Hailey Ellis
Molly Ellner
Caleb Emmons
Anastasia Eurich
Anthony Fazzari
Deneesha Fears
Erin Fernandez
Coryn Ffrench
Aliciya Fisher
Jackson Folstein
Ambrose Ganfield
Adrian Garay
Abigail Geiger
Megan Gendelman
Nolan Gles-Pufahl
Samuel Gist
Noah Glidden
Brandon Gonzales
Jake Goodman
Payton Goudreau
Samantha Grant
William Gray
Jordan Green
Grace Greene
Cathleen Greene
Dahlia Greer-Peret
Octavias Grimes
Priyanka Guptrasarma
Taylor Hall
Max Hampel
Abigail Hansen
Olivia Haraway
Nylah Harris
Kaelyn Hart
Caleb Hart
Amaya Haupert
Emilie Haworth
Brooke Hawthorne
Cordell Hayes Jr
Matthew Heidenrich
Jarrett Henderson
Adin Herber
Cassie Herda
Nathan Hernandez
James Hightower
Stefan Hinz
Sean Holeman
Kaylah Holmes
Alyxandra Holvick
Tyler Howard
Angelina Jaglinski
Kareena Jaiswal
Allyson Janowski
Eva Javers
Allen Johnson
Corey Johnson
Kayana Johnson
Havyn Johnson-Barefield
Devin Johnson-Carson
Arslan Jumabayev
Sydney Kaiser
Kallia Kaiser
Allen Kaplan
Anne Karnes
Andrew Kazan
Parker Keckeisen
josie Kelderman
Aiden Kidd
Mackenzie Killberg
Mason Kintop
Evan Kleiner
Charles Kobe
Luke Koltun
Kristina Konovchenko
Emma Koppa
Sam Kovnar
Benjamin Kramer
Ashley Kreutziger
Haley Krueger
Madelaine Kuehn
Ryan Kuesel
Jessica Kyper
Logan Lafferty
Robert Lagerman
Svetlana Lerner
Aviva Levin
Jackson Levin
Amani Levy
Yanqi Li
HongHao Liang
Zafirah Lieblein
Emma Lloyd
Raevaughn Lord-Huertas
Luma Lubbad
Katrina Lundberg
N hut Ly
Lucia Macek
Derrick Macklin
Suzanne Mahalick
Miriam Maistelman
Ryan Malone
Brady Mandella
Daniel Manger
Rynisha Martin
Matthew Matos
Nicolet Class of 2019

Alayna Mayer  John Quam  Jeremy Stone
Cole McGuire  Sallie Quinn  Gabrielle Sucher
Annah McKee  Barry Quinncies  Parker Sulcer
Liam McLean  Matteo Quintero  Megan Sullivan
Shemar McLennan  Maxwell Randolph  Grace Sullivan
Ashley Mehl  Tristan Reid  Mariah Swisher
Louis Miller  Cordeous Reynolds  Álex Tejero
Avery Mitchell  Samantha Rice  Ayanna Thomas
Ryan Mitchell  Rachael Riedijk  Talia Trevino
Amanda Mlekoday  William Rigby IV  Brandon Trimborn
Chloe Monnier  Jana Roch  Phoebe Troeller
Natanel Monosov  Julia Rodrian  Saqua Turner
Danielle Montgomery  Naomi Rosales  Hayley Vang
Melissa Mora  Zachary Rose  Troy Wagner
Bijah Muhammad  David Rosengarten  Emily Waldman
Kiley Murphy  Jermain Rucker  Blair Wales
Alysha Mutesi  Joshua Saffold  T-Anna Ward
Smita Nayak  Cooper Scheldroup  Olivia Ward
Brett Naylor  Jason Scheuer  Azreil Watson
Neville Nazareth  Matthew Schiff  Katelin Weber
Maxwell Newman  Morgan Schiff  Theodore Wegenhaupt
Zachary Newman  Sean Schmid  Connor Weida
ChiLong Ng  Zachary Schneider  Brett Weiss
Peter Njuguna  Claudia Schneider  Nicholas Weseman
Nicholas Noble  Lindsey Scribner  Olivia Weslow
Elizabeth Noll  Harvelle Shaw Jr  Daniel Whitney
Ashley Nord  Kayla Sherrod  Jack Wiegers
Bryant Norris  Audrey Simenz  Jayson Wilder
Jessica Olsen  Jaida Sizenz  Christian Williams
Elissa Olson  Andrew Smith  Jaya Williams
Jay Orne  Gabriel Smith  Herschel Winkelman
Jonathan Parkes  Michael Smith  Anne Wirth
Timothy Patterson II  Sam Smulyan  Caspar Woehl
Michelle Pavlov  Caroline Snyder  Félix Woehl
John Paul Penoske  Anna Spektor-Bulatova  Madison Wolff
Aldana Perez  Madeline Steffes  Clara Wydeven
Jania Perez  Lauren Stein  Teshi Wynn-Beavers
Nicholas Peterson  Taylor Steinberger  Akili Wynn-Beavers
Yoana Petrinitsa  Benjamin Stellhorn  Konstantin Yenikeyeff-Plested
Santino Phinisee  Autumn Stelzer  Grace Yoder
Raphael Pride  Melissa Stevens  Zhi Zhang
Zaria Purifoy  Matthew Stevenson  Elizabeth Zuelzke

Retiring Faculty/Staff:  Jeff Artero ** Donna Bohn ** Sue Bolly ** Patricia Leeson ** John Reiels
Nicolet Class of 2019